
 

Tech Analyst Sees 50% Upside For FAANGs 
Through Spinoffs 

By Drew Singer / Bloomberg News / March 25, 2021 

Mega-cap technology companies should consider Spinoffs of major businesses, as this would both reduce the risk of 
antitrust action against them and result in strong upside for the stocks, according to the research firm The Edge. 

• Should they Spinoff businesses like Instagram, YouTube, or Amazon Web Services, FAANG stocks -- a reference 
to a group that includes Facebook, Apple, Amazon, and Google-parent Alphabet -- could see upside of more 
than 50% over the next five years in a bull-case scenario, analyst Jim Osman wrote 

• The firm noted Amazon should Spinoff both its Amazon WebServices and its subscription services businesses 
o “Removing the subscription services from the overall company will indicate to regulators AMZN is 

loosening its grip on customers” while still maintaining Amazon’s growth engine 
o The Edge calculated upside potential of 49.1% for Amazon in a base-case scenario 

• For Apple, the firm advocated for a Spinoff of the company’s Services business 
o This would remove Apple’s “troubling dominance over app makers while allowing the company to 

focus on its hardware development sales” 
o Base-case upside potential of about 30% 

• Facebook could see upside from “application-specific break-ups,” starting with Instagram, Osman wrote 
o Base-case upside potential of 34.5% for Facebook ex-Instagram 

• Alphabet Spinning off its YouTube business would be “the best way to avoid unnecessary scrutiny” from 
antitrust regulators 

o Separating YouTube from GOOGL would “greatly reduce the regulatory flak surrounding its dominant 
position in the advertising market while also unlocking value for shareholders” 

o Base-case upside potential of 38.6% 
 

To contact the reporter on this story: 
Drew Singer in New York at dsinger28@bloomberg.net;  
 
To request a copy of The Edge’s analysis on the FAANG Spinoff Scenarios: 
Submit a web contact form here. 
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